Post-doctoral fellow
Laboratory of Molecular Immunology and Signal Transduction
Study of the innate immune signaling pathways involved in response to HBV/HDV infection.

The GIGA (http://www.giga.ulg.ac.be/) is seeking for a motivated postdoctoral fellow to study the innate immune signaling pathways involved in response to HBV/HDV infection for the Laboratory of Molecular Immunology and Signal Transduction.

Established in 2007 at the University of Liège, GIGA is an interdisciplinary research center in biomedical sciences whose mission is advanced medical innovation. The institute encompasses more than 500 members (PI, senior researchers, post-doctoral scientists, thesis students, technicians) with expertise in medical genomics, in silico medicine, neuroscience, cancer, infection and immunity, and cardiovascular sciences.

GIGA also offers technology platforms, business facilities and a training center. The center offers an extraordinary range of services on the same site, where researchers, clinical doctors, doctoral students, students and private sector actors meet.

GIGA is the only Belgian research center directly integrated within a university hospital, making it a major player in translational research where links between researchers and doctors are at the heart of the research activity.

Description

The Laboratory of Molecular Immunology and Signal Transduction located at the GIGA-Research center of the University of Liège (http://www.giga.ulg.ac.be/cms/c_21535/en/laboratory-of-molecular-immunology-and-signal-transduction-home) is recruiting a motivated postdoctoral fellow to study the innate immune signaling pathways involved in response to HBV/HDV infection.

This project is funded by a FP7 Infect-Era program that involves three collaborative research teams (Fabien Zoulim/David Durantel/Julie Lucifora, CRCL, Lyon, France, Mathias Heikenwalder, DKFZ, Heidelberg, Germany, François-Loïc Cosset, CIRI, Lyon, France).

Profile

The candidate should have a PhD in Life Sciences obtained during the past 4 years and a strong background in virology, molecular biology and innate immune signaling. The appointment is for 2 years (+ 1-year extension).

How to apply?

If you are interested, please send a motivation letter, your CV, a summary of your past research achievement and 2 recommendation letters to Emmanuel Dejardin (e.dejardin@ulg.ac.be) and to GIGA HR (rh.giga@ulg.ac.be) in copy.